
 

FILM 160 Winter 2017 
 

F I L M  G E N R E S  |  F I L M  N O I R  
SEQUENCE ANALYSIS PAPER 

 
Your assignment is to write a 7-8 page (2,000 word) essay analyzing the opening sequence of one of the 
film noirs listed below.    
 

The Big Clock (John Farrow, US 1948) DVD 4426 
     [opening sequence ends when the flashback begins] 
 
Gilda  (King Vidor, US 1946) DVD 215 
      [sequence ends with dissolve as Johnny puts on a tie] 
 
Murder, My Sweet (Edward Dmytryk, US 1944) DVD 2339 
      [sequence ends when Marlowe arrives outside Florian’s] 
 
Pickup on South Street (Samuel Fuller, US 1953) DVD 4368 

                    [sequence ends at the conclusion of the subway ride]  
 
You will need to watch your entire film at least once, then view the opening sequence repeatedly in order to 
perform your close analysis.  

• All films are on reserve in the Media Center at McHenry Library. 
• Clips of each opening sequence are posted online on the F&DM Clip Archive: 

o http://slugfilm.ucsc.edu/classarchive/ 
o choose cart “STAMP/160/Noir” 
o enter password:  filmnoir 

 
Focus Your Analysis On Two Questions: 
 

1. How does the sequence establish themes, stylistic elements, narrative patterns, and 
characters that will be developed throughout the film? 

 
• Avoid plot summary and extended visual description.  Aim instead to analyze how specific cinematic 

techniques function to underscore the film’s themes and ideas.  Organize your essay around key 
points in your argument, rather than a chronological examination of the sequence. 

 
• Be sure to use precise film terminology. (Is the camera movement a track, tilt, pan or zoom?  Is the 

cut a match-on-action, a reverse shot, etc.?  Is the sound diegetic or non-diegetic?, etc.)   
 

• Avoid vague language. (“The use of off-screen sound in this scene is very effective” or  “Lighting 
helps to create suspense,” etc.)  Aim instead to analyze the specific effect of individual 
techniques.  (“Closed frame compositions emphasize Susan’s entrapment.”) 

 
2. How does the sequence illustrate (or complicate) the basic components of film noir?   

 
• Pay particular attention to visual style, narrative structure, and thematic preoccupations. 

 
• To answer this question you will need to draw upon at least three of the articles we have read for the class.   

Engage with the authors’ theories about film noir, testing them against your close reading of this 
sequence. 
 

Then develop an argument about how the sequence relates to the film overall and to the general 
components of film noir. 
 
 

DUE IN CLASS THURS, FEB 9TH  


